
HUTCHISON RACING ENGINES

DALLAS, Texas - - - Gus Hutchison has always liked things and people

to be genuine, but he finds that both are hard to come by.

Anyone who knew Gus before his dramatic sweep of the 1967 pro-

formula SCCA Championship series, knew that he was still the same

person after his spectacular record of wins.

Gus Hutchison, race car driver, president of HRE (Hutchison

Racing Engines) is the same person who came out of retirement after

two years and won second money in the hotly contested 1969 Sebring

Continental in the ex-Ickx Brabham.

A mutual respect for genuine people with genuine goals lead

Hutchison and his racing sponsor Oklahoma investments executive

Dou» Champlin to get together for the 1970 SCCA Continental Championship

Series in which Gus is piloting Champlin's Lola-Chevy T190 Formula A car,

Most people who know the 32-year-old Dallas chemical/packaging/

racing executive today know him for the successful operation of HRE,

created in 1967 by the demand for dependable, successful engines like

those which carried Gus's "Chemscope Racing Team" Lotus F/B cars to

victory time and again.
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In April of 1968, Gus was already president of his own successful

Dallas chemical manufacturing company. Started in 1962 with an

investment of $750, in 1967 Cheinscope Corporation had yeilded for Gus

$1 million in sales of aerosols and chemical specialties, cleaners,

lubricants, pesticides, anti-corrosive solutions, and pollution-control

chemicals.

Yet, in April of 1968, such a demand had grown for the Hutchison

breed of racing engine, that he announced the opening of HRE and before

he could get located, he had orders for ten twin cam engines.

Gus has always done his own engine work from the time he first

started racing an old MG on a shoestring budget in 1958.

In 1968, the challenge of HRE to Gus was learning the real secrets

of engine building and debunking the hundred old wives tales about

what really makes a race car go.

Initially, Hutchison racing engines were sold as spares or

replacement engines for older cars. Gus feels that 1970 is HRE's year,

now that HRE is a Brabham/Lola dealer and the HRE engines are going

in nev; and fully competitive chassis.

One of HRE's most successful early efforts is David Eland's 1300

cc twin-cam C/SR 10,000 rpm engine which has been running for over a

year proving it's reliability. The engine won C/SR. in the Southwest

Division and demonstrated superior hrrse power at the 1969 ARRC until

a chassis failure cut short a sure certain National Championship win.
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Now producing three engines a week, HRE is in expanded quarters

which include two dust-free, sealed assembly rooms, and a grinding

room where all grinding is done in sealed isolation to avoid

contamination. A second dynomoineter has been installed in the dyno

room so that development work and pre-delivery production engine

testing will not conflict.

Located at 147 Parkhouse Street in the industrial district of

Dallas, the 5000 square foot HRE plant includes a complete machine

shop where every machine operation is done on every engine. HRE's

quality control specifications eliminate the concept of jobbing

machine work out. Every internal component is either manufactured

by HRE or subcontracted to their specifications.

No "race car drivers" are employed at HRE, only racing engine

builders so that when customers need help on the week-end the help

will be there in HRE's shop, not out racing.

HRE builds 1100 twin-cam engines (140 hp (? 9800 rpm); 1300 twin-

cam (160 hp (? 9600 rpm); 1600 Formula Ford (100 hp @ 5000 rpm);

1600 tvin-cam (185 hp @ 9000 rpm); 1900 twin-cam (200 hp (? 8000 rpm);

and a 1600 F/F economy F/B cross-flow push-rod engine (140 hp (?

6500) and is currently experimenting with an 850 twin-cam prototype

for Ed Walsh.

All parts, no matter how insignificant, are stocked for every

engine HRE builds, since HRE builds every engine from scratch.
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HRE's stock rooms contain nearly a hundred thousand dollars worth

of selected and inspected blocks, heads, clutch plates, pistons, cans,

valves, cranks and steel main bearing caps, and all of the other raw

parts needed. All parts are graded into weights for matched sets; rods

are matched before grinding to minimize the amount of grinding required

to retain strength and cut down man-hours.

Gas also stated that 8070 of HRE parts work is machined automatically

to proven specifications so that every engine is the same. Every engine

has 65 man-hours of work on it and only magnafluxing is done outside

of the shop.

"Price is a function of what it costs to do it right, not what the

-nark«t will bear", Gus points out, "and our cams are not re-ground

productJon cams, but are built from scratch with cam calibration

selected by research and development work done on the dyno."

"The best kind of lesson we have learned in our two years of work

is typified by the evolution of the HRE racing piston", Gus explained.

"We buy partially machined pistons and then shape the piston domes

ourselves allowing any dome configuration for any size engine, from

850 to 1900 cc. We feel now that we have obtained maximum performance

from our piston configuration, but we're always looking for more", Gus

says with a grin.

HRE follows up their engine building program with a rebuilding

and maintenance program in which the customer's twin-cam engine is

rebuilt and dyno-tested for $250 to $300 including normal replacement

part s!
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Gus explains that this below-cost service is because of his desire

to have all HRE engines properly maintained and to allow HRE to update

older HRE engines for customers to keep them competitive by adding the

subtle improvements and developments revealed by HRE's constant testing

program.

In a further effort to aid his customers, HRE is offering a

$20,000 support program for 1970 professional and amateur SCCA racing.

An inspection of the sanitary HRE facility leaves you with the

distinct impression that here is a place where genuine racing engines

are being built by a genuine engine builder, and the two are as

compatable as Gus Hutchison and a Lola-Chevy T190 Formula A car at speed,
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